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Abstract:

The presence of a large number of potential applications 
of the Internet data reduction with the knowledge of the 
rules has led to increased research liaison body. Connec-
tivity is an important entity to connect the entity referred 
to in the text with the appropriate authorities in the knowl-
edge base. Potential applications include data mining, in-
formation retrieval, knowledge base population. However, 
this difficult task due to the differences and the name of 
the entity mystery. In this study, an overview and analysis 
of the main methods of linking entity is presented, and 
the various applications and evaluation systems that are 
attached to the entity, and future directions are discussed.

I.INTRODUCTION:

The task of linking the entity is a challenge because of the 
different name and mystery entity. There may be multiple 
forms of surface named entities, such as full name, partial 
name, aliases and shortcuts and alternative spellings. For 
example, the name of the entity, “Cornell University” is 
the abbreviation “Cornell” and the entity called “the city 
of New York” has his nickname “The Big Apple”. Link 
entity institutions determine the correct mapping the en-
tity system recalls the different forms of the surface. On 
the other hand, it can be said of the entity may indicate 
the various entities mentioned. For example, it can be said 
entity “Sun” to star in the center of the solar system, a 
company of multinational computer, which is a fictitious 
name character “Sun Hua Kwan” in the television series 
on ABC’s “Lost” or many other entities may be referred 
to as “the sun”. Entity link to disambiguate entity referred 
to in the context of the text and to determine the allocation 
of each entity referred system. I’ve done an exhaustive 
study of the entity relationship. Specifically, he surveyed 
the main methods used in the three units of the systems 
of the body are connected (any generation of candidates 
entity, the entity available candidate, and said Unlinkable 
predict), we also provide other important aspects of the 
entity, such as applications and connection functions and 
evaluation.
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Although there are many methods proposed to address 
the link entity is not clear offline technologies and sys-
tems that are the current state of the art, since these sys-
tems differ in the length of the multiple dimensions and 
evaluated different sets of data. System entity and a link 
usually leads to different groups and different data fields. 
Although the means of settlement under the supervision 
appears to be doing much better than the focus is con-
trolled with respect to a candidate entity classification, 
also it affected the overall performance of the system 
installation that joins significantly techniques adopted in 
the other two units (is namely the generation entity can-
didate, said prediction Unlinkable). Under observation 
techniques require many training examples and annotated 
examples of important signaling expensive. Moreover, 
the task of linking entity is data dependent and it is un-
likely that technology controls all others in all data sets. A 
task link entity in particular is difficult to determine which 
technologies are best suited.

II.RELATED WORK:
A.Entity lining System:

Candidate entity generation. For each entity mention m 2 
M, the entity linking system aims to filter out irrelevant 
entities in the knowledge base and retrieve a candidate 
entity set Em which contains possible entities that entity 
mention m may refer to. To achieve this goal, a variety of 
techniques have been utilized by some state-of-the-art en-
tity linking systems, such as name dictionary based tech-
niques, surface form expansion from the local document, 
and methods based on search engine. Candidate entity 
ranking. In most cases, the size of the candidate entity 
set Em is larger than one. Researchers leverage different 
kinds of evidence to rank the candidate entities in Em and 
try to find the entity e 2 Em which is the most likely link 
for mention m.  To deal with the problem of predicting 
unlinkable mentions, some work leverages this module 
to validate whether the topranked entity identified in the 
Candidate Entity Ranking module is the target entity for 
mention m. Otherwise, they return NIL for mention m.  
An overview of the main approaches for predicting un-
linkable mentions.
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B.Candidate entity generation:

Entity Generation module, for each entity mention m 2 M, 
entity linking systems try to include possible entities that 
entity mention m may refer to in the set of candidate en-
tities Em. Approaches to candidate entity generation are 
mainly based on string comparison between the surface 
form of the entity mention and the name of the entity ex-
isting in a knowledge base. This module is as important 
as the Candidate Entity Ranking module and critical for a 
successful entity linking system according to the experi-
ments conducted by Hachey et al. [33]. In the remainder 
of this section, we review the main approaches that have 
been applied for generating the candidate entity set Em 
for entity mention m.

C.Name Dictionary Based Techniques:

Name dictionary based techniques are the main approach-
es to candidate entity generation and are leveraged by 
many entity linking systems.The structure of Wikipedia 
provides a set of useful features for generating candidate 
entities, such as entity pages, redirect pages, disambigu-
ation pages, bold phrases from the first paragraphs, and 
hyperlinks in Wikipedia articles. These entity linking sys-
tems leverage different combinations of these features to 
build an offline name dictionary D between various names 
and their possible mapping entities, and exploit this con-
structed name dictionary D to generate candidate entities. 
This name dictionary D contains vast amount of infor-
mation about various names of named entities, like name 
variations, abbreviations, confusable names, spelling 
variations, nicknames, etc. Specifically, the name diction-
ary D is a hkey, valuei mapping, where the key column is 
a list of names. Suppose k is a name in the key column, 
and its mapping value k:value in the value column is a set 
of named entities which could be referred to as the name 
k. The dictionary D is constructed by leveraging features 
from Wikipedia as follows: 

i.Entity pages. Each entity page in Wikipedia describes 
a single entity and contains the information focusing on 
this entity. Generally, the title of each page is the most 
common name for the entity described in this page, e.g., 
the page title “Microsoft” for that giant software company 
headquartered in Redmond. Thus, the title of the entity 
page is added to the key column inD as a name k, and the 
entity described in this page is addedas k:value.

ii.Redirect pages. A redirect page exists for each alterna-
tive name which could be used to refer to an existing enti-
ty in Wikipedia. For example, the article titled “Microsoft 
Corporation” which is the full name of Microsoft contains 
a pointer to the article of the entity Microsoft. Redirect 
pages often indicate synonym terms, abbreviations, or 
other variations of the pointed entities. Therefore, the title 
of the redirect page is added to the key column in D as a 
name  , and the pointed entity is added as k:value.  

iii.Disambiguation pages. When multiple entities in Wiki-
pedia could be given the same name, a disambiguation 
page is created to separate them and contains a list of 
references to those entities. For example, the disambigu-
ation page for the name “Michael Jordan” lists thirteen 
associated entities having the same name of “Michael Jor-
dan” including the famous NBA player and the Berkeley 
professor. These disambiguation pages are very useful in 
extracting abbreviations or other aliases of entities. For 
each disambiguation page, the title of this page is added 
to the key column in D as a name k, and the entities listed 
in this page are added as k:value. 

iv.Bold phrases from the first paragraphs. In general, the 
first paragraph of a Wikipedia article is a summary of the 
whole article. It sometimes contains a few phrases writ-
ten in bold. Varma et al. observed that these bold phrases 
invariably are nick names, alias names or full names of 
the entity described in this paper. For instance, in the first 
paragraph of the entity page of Hewlett-Packard (HP), 
there are two phrases written in bold (i.e., “Hewlett-Pack-
ard Company” and “HP”) which are respectively the full 
name and the abbreviation for the entity Hewlett-Packard. 
Thus, for each of the bold phrases in the first paragraph of 
each Wikipedia page, it is added to the key column in D 
as a name k, and the entity described in this page is added 
as k:value.  

v.Hyperlinks in Wikipedia articles. An article in Wikipedia 
often contains hyperlinks which link to the pages of the 
entities mentioned in this article. The anchor text of a link 
pointing to an entity page provides a very useful source 
of synonyms and other name variations of the pointed en-
tity, and could be regarded as a name of that linked entity. 
For example, in the entity page of Hewlett-Packard, there 
is a hyperlink pointing to the entity William Reddington 
Hewlett whose anchor text is “Bill Hewlett”, which is an 
alias name of the entity William Reddington Hewlett. 
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Hence, the anchor text of the hyperlink is added to the key 
column in D as a name k, and the pointed entity is added 
as k:value. Using these features from Wikipedia described 
above, entity linking systems could construct a dictionary 
D. Besides leveraging the features from Wikipedia, there 
are some studies that exploit query click logs and web 
documents to find entity synonyms, which are also help-
ful for the name dictionary construction. 

D.Surface Form Expansion from the Local 
Document:

Since some entity mentions are acronyms or part of their 
full names, one category of entity linking systems use the 
surface form expansion techniques to identify other pos-
sible expanded variations (such as the full name) from the 
associated document where the entity mention appears. 
Then they could leverage these expanded forms to gener-
ate the candidate entity set using other methods such as 
the name dictionary based techniques introduced above. 
We categorize the surface form expansion techniques into 
the heuristic based methods and the supervised learning 
methods. 

E.Candidate entity ranking:

In the previous section, we described methods that could 
generate the candidate entity set Em for each entity men-
tion m. We denote the size of Em as jEmj, and use 1 _ i _ 
jEmj to index the candidate entity in Em. The candidate 
entity with index i in Em is denoted by ei. In most cases, 
the size of the candidate entity set Em is larger than one. 
For instance, Ji et al. [89] showed that the average num-
ber of candidate entities per entity mention on the TAC-
KBP2010 data set is 12.9, and this average number on 
the TAC-KBP2011 data set is 13.1. In addition, this aver-
age number is 73 on the CoNLL data set utilized in [58]. 
Therefore, the remaining problem is how to incorporate 
different kinds of evidence to rank the candidate entities 
in Em and pick the proper entity from Em as the map-
ping entity for the entity mention m. The Candidate Entity 
Ranking module is a key component for the entity link-
ing system. We can broadly divide these candidate entity 
ranking methods into two categories:

i.Supervised ranking methods. These approaches rely on 
annotated training data to “learn” how to rank the candi-
date entities in Em. 

These approaches include binary classification methods, 
learning to rank methods, probabilistic methods, and 
graph based approaches.

ii.Unsupervised ranking methods. These approaches are 
based on unlabeled corpus and do not require any manu-
ally annotated corpus to train the model. These approach-
es include vector space model (VSM) based methods and 
information retrieval based methods. In this section, all 
candidate entity ranking methods are illustrated accord-
ing to the above categorization. In addition, we could also 
categorize the candidate entity ranking methods into an-
other three categories:

iii.Independent ranking methods. These approaches con-
sider that entity mentions which need to be linked in a 
document are independent, and do not leverage the rela-
tions between the entity mentions in one document to help 
candidate entity ranking. In order to rank the candidate 
entities, they mainly leverage the context similarity be-
tween the text around the entity mention and the docu-
ment associated with the candidate entity.

iv.Collective ranking methods. These methods assume 
that a document largely refers to coherent entities from 
one or a few related topics, and entity assignments for 
entity mentions in one document are interdependent with 
each other. Thus, in these methods, entity mentions in one 
document are collectively linked by exploiting this “topi-
cal coherence”. 

v.Collaborative ranking methods. For an entity mention 
that needs to be linked, these approaches identify other 
entity mentions having similar surface forms and simi-
lar textual contexts in the other documents. They lever-
age this cross-document extended context information 
obtained from the other similar entity mentions and the 
context information of the entity  mention itself to rank 
candidate entities for the entity mention.

CONCLUSION:

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive sur-
vey for entity linking. Specifically, we have surveyed the 
main approaches utilized in the three modules of entity 
linking systems (i.e., Candidate Entity Generation, Can-
didate Entity Ranking, and Unlinkable Mention Predic-
tion), and also introduced other critical aspects of entity 
linking such as applications, features, and evaluation.
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B.Candidate entity generation:

Entity Generation module, for each entity mention m 2 M, 
entity linking systems try to include possible entities that 
entity mention m may refer to in the set of candidate en-
tities Em. Approaches to candidate entity generation are 
mainly based on string comparison between the surface 
form of the entity mention and the name of the entity ex-
isting in a knowledge base. This module is as important 
as the Candidate Entity Ranking module and critical for a 
successful entity linking system according to the experi-
ments conducted by Hachey et al. [33]. In the remainder 
of this section, we review the main approaches that have 
been applied for generating the candidate entity set Em 
for entity mention m.

C.Name Dictionary Based Techniques:

Name dictionary based techniques are the main approach-
es to candidate entity generation and are leveraged by 
many entity linking systems.The structure of Wikipedia 
provides a set of useful features for generating candidate 
entities, such as entity pages, redirect pages, disambigu-
ation pages, bold phrases from the first paragraphs, and 
hyperlinks in Wikipedia articles. These entity linking sys-
tems leverage different combinations of these features to 
build an offline name dictionary D between various names 
and their possible mapping entities, and exploit this con-
structed name dictionary D to generate candidate entities. 
This name dictionary D contains vast amount of infor-
mation about various names of named entities, like name 
variations, abbreviations, confusable names, spelling 
variations, nicknames, etc. Specifically, the name diction-
ary D is a hkey, valuei mapping, where the key column is 
a list of names. Suppose k is a name in the key column, 
and its mapping value k:value in the value column is a set 
of named entities which could be referred to as the name 
k. The dictionary D is constructed by leveraging features 
from Wikipedia as follows: 

i.Entity pages. Each entity page in Wikipedia describes 
a single entity and contains the information focusing on 
this entity. Generally, the title of each page is the most 
common name for the entity described in this page, e.g., 
the page title “Microsoft” for that giant software company 
headquartered in Redmond. Thus, the title of the entity 
page is added to the key column inD as a name k, and the 
entity described in this page is addedas k:value.

ii.Redirect pages. A redirect page exists for each alterna-
tive name which could be used to refer to an existing enti-
ty in Wikipedia. For example, the article titled “Microsoft 
Corporation” which is the full name of Microsoft contains 
a pointer to the article of the entity Microsoft. Redirect 
pages often indicate synonym terms, abbreviations, or 
other variations of the pointed entities. Therefore, the title 
of the redirect page is added to the key column in D as a 
name  , and the pointed entity is added as k:value.  

iii.Disambiguation pages. When multiple entities in Wiki-
pedia could be given the same name, a disambiguation 
page is created to separate them and contains a list of 
references to those entities. For example, the disambigu-
ation page for the name “Michael Jordan” lists thirteen 
associated entities having the same name of “Michael Jor-
dan” including the famous NBA player and the Berkeley 
professor. These disambiguation pages are very useful in 
extracting abbreviations or other aliases of entities. For 
each disambiguation page, the title of this page is added 
to the key column in D as a name k, and the entities listed 
in this page are added as k:value. 

iv.Bold phrases from the first paragraphs. In general, the 
first paragraph of a Wikipedia article is a summary of the 
whole article. It sometimes contains a few phrases writ-
ten in bold. Varma et al. observed that these bold phrases 
invariably are nick names, alias names or full names of 
the entity described in this paper. For instance, in the first 
paragraph of the entity page of Hewlett-Packard (HP), 
there are two phrases written in bold (i.e., “Hewlett-Pack-
ard Company” and “HP”) which are respectively the full 
name and the abbreviation for the entity Hewlett-Packard. 
Thus, for each of the bold phrases in the first paragraph of 
each Wikipedia page, it is added to the key column in D 
as a name k, and the entity described in this page is added 
as k:value.  

v.Hyperlinks in Wikipedia articles. An article in Wikipedia 
often contains hyperlinks which link to the pages of the 
entities mentioned in this article. The anchor text of a link 
pointing to an entity page provides a very useful source 
of synonyms and other name variations of the pointed en-
tity, and could be regarded as a name of that linked entity. 
For example, in the entity page of Hewlett-Packard, there 
is a hyperlink pointing to the entity William Reddington 
Hewlett whose anchor text is “Bill Hewlett”, which is an 
alias name of the entity William Reddington Hewlett. 
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Hence, the anchor text of the hyperlink is added to the key 
column in D as a name k, and the pointed entity is added 
as k:value. Using these features from Wikipedia described 
above, entity linking systems could construct a dictionary 
D. Besides leveraging the features from Wikipedia, there 
are some studies that exploit query click logs and web 
documents to find entity synonyms, which are also help-
ful for the name dictionary construction. 

D.Surface Form Expansion from the Local 
Document:

Since some entity mentions are acronyms or part of their 
full names, one category of entity linking systems use the 
surface form expansion techniques to identify other pos-
sible expanded variations (such as the full name) from the 
associated document where the entity mention appears. 
Then they could leverage these expanded forms to gener-
ate the candidate entity set using other methods such as 
the name dictionary based techniques introduced above. 
We categorize the surface form expansion techniques into 
the heuristic based methods and the supervised learning 
methods. 

E.Candidate entity ranking:

In the previous section, we described methods that could 
generate the candidate entity set Em for each entity men-
tion m. We denote the size of Em as jEmj, and use 1 _ i _ 
jEmj to index the candidate entity in Em. The candidate 
entity with index i in Em is denoted by ei. In most cases, 
the size of the candidate entity set Em is larger than one. 
For instance, Ji et al. [89] showed that the average num-
ber of candidate entities per entity mention on the TAC-
KBP2010 data set is 12.9, and this average number on 
the TAC-KBP2011 data set is 13.1. In addition, this aver-
age number is 73 on the CoNLL data set utilized in [58]. 
Therefore, the remaining problem is how to incorporate 
different kinds of evidence to rank the candidate entities 
in Em and pick the proper entity from Em as the map-
ping entity for the entity mention m. The Candidate Entity 
Ranking module is a key component for the entity link-
ing system. We can broadly divide these candidate entity 
ranking methods into two categories:

i.Supervised ranking methods. These approaches rely on 
annotated training data to “learn” how to rank the candi-
date entities in Em. 

These approaches include binary classification methods, 
learning to rank methods, probabilistic methods, and 
graph based approaches.

ii.Unsupervised ranking methods. These approaches are 
based on unlabeled corpus and do not require any manu-
ally annotated corpus to train the model. These approach-
es include vector space model (VSM) based methods and 
information retrieval based methods. In this section, all 
candidate entity ranking methods are illustrated accord-
ing to the above categorization. In addition, we could also 
categorize the candidate entity ranking methods into an-
other three categories:

iii.Independent ranking methods. These approaches con-
sider that entity mentions which need to be linked in a 
document are independent, and do not leverage the rela-
tions between the entity mentions in one document to help 
candidate entity ranking. In order to rank the candidate 
entities, they mainly leverage the context similarity be-
tween the text around the entity mention and the docu-
ment associated with the candidate entity.

iv.Collective ranking methods. These methods assume 
that a document largely refers to coherent entities from 
one or a few related topics, and entity assignments for 
entity mentions in one document are interdependent with 
each other. Thus, in these methods, entity mentions in one 
document are collectively linked by exploiting this “topi-
cal coherence”. 

v.Collaborative ranking methods. For an entity mention 
that needs to be linked, these approaches identify other 
entity mentions having similar surface forms and simi-
lar textual contexts in the other documents. They lever-
age this cross-document extended context information 
obtained from the other similar entity mentions and the 
context information of the entity  mention itself to rank 
candidate entities for the entity mention.

CONCLUSION:

In this paper, we have presented a comprehensive sur-
vey for entity linking. Specifically, we have surveyed the 
main approaches utilized in the three modules of entity 
linking systems (i.e., Candidate Entity Generation, Can-
didate Entity Ranking, and Unlinkable Mention Predic-
tion), and also introduced other critical aspects of entity 
linking such as applications, features, and evaluation.
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Although there are so many methods proposed to deal 
with entity linking, it is currently unclear which tech-
niques and systems are the current state-of-the-art, as 
these systems all differ along multiple dimensions and are 
evaluated over different data sets. A single entity linking 
system typically performs very differently for different 
data sets and domains. Although the supervised ranking 
methods seem to perform much better than the unsuper-
vised approaches with respect to candidate entity rank-
ing, the overall performance of the entity linking system 
is also significantly influenced by techniques adopted in 
the other two modules (i.e., Candidate Entity Generation 
and Unlinkable Mention Prediction). Supervised tech-
niques require many annotated training examples and the 
task of annotating examples is costly. Furthermore, the 
entity linking task is highly data dependent and it is un-
likely a technique dominates all others across all data sets. 
For a given entity linking task, it is difficult to determine 
which techniques are best suited. There are many aspects 
that affect the design of the entity linking system, such as 
the system requirement and the characteristics of the data 
sets. Although our survey has presented many efforts in 
entity linking, we believe that there are still many oppor-
tunities for substantial improvement in this field. In the 
following, we point out some promising research direc-
tions in entity linking.
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